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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1. Thakeham Homes has instructed WSP to produce a review of the transport options and constraints 

available to support a new garden village at Redhill Aerodrome.  The proposal will create a new 

garden village of approximately 6,500 new homes. The development will be infrastructure led with a 

series of neighbourhoods, a new junction onto the M23 connected to the A23 by an east/west 

strategic link road, new community infrastructure including primary schools and a secondary school, 

healthcare, new mixed use employment and retail centres, expansion of East Surrey Hospital, 

dedicated air ambulance landing and storage space. Alongside the built development of the garden 

village will be substantial areas of green public open space, biodiversity and habitats enhancement 

with provision of new sustainable urban drainage systems.  

1.1.2. This review sets out the following: 

 Existing transport infrastructure; 

 Constraints and opportunities; 

 Proposed movement strategy; 

 New junction on M23; 

 Wider strategic benefits; and 

 Next steps. 
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2 AREA OF TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT LOCATION 

2.1.1. The Area of Technical Assessment comprises Redhill Aerodrome and land further to the south and 

west, and is located between several major transport corridors.  These include M23 to the east, the 

London-Brighton rail line, A23 and A217 to the west, and the Redhill-Tonbridge rail line, A25 and M25 

to the north, as shown on Figure 1. Strategically the Area of Technical Assessment is therefore well 

placed to provide connections for all modes of travel.   

2.1.2. The Area of Technical Assessment falls within an area of land around Redhill Aerodrome broadly 

bordered by A23, M23 and Axes Lane/Green Lane, as shown on Figure 2.  The main entrance to the 

existing aerodrome is from Kings Mill Lane. 

Figure 1 – Strategic Location 
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Figure 2 – Area of Technical Assessment Location 
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3 EXISTING TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE  

3.1.1. A baseline review of the transport network and infrastructure has been completed for the Area of 

Technical Assessment. Information on the current local and strategic highway network, public 

transport network and pedestrian and cycle networks has been collated.   Existing available traffic 

flow data and census data to determine vehicle flows and method of travel/place of work for local 

residents.  

3.2 HIGHWAY NETWORK 

STRATEGIC ROAD NETWORK 

3.2.1. The Strategic Road Network (SRN) in proximity to the Area of Technical Assessment consists of M23 

to the east, which connects with M25 at Junction 7 (5.5km to the north) and to the south coast.  There 

are no trunk roads in the vicinity of the Area of Technical Assessment.  Traffic count data on the 

Department for Transport (DfT) website identifies that in 2015 M23 just to the east of the Area of 

Technical Assessment recorded an AADT of circa 130,500 vehicles1, the highest count since 2005. 

LOCAL HIGHWAY NETWORK 

3.2.2. The local highway network around the Area of Technical Assessment consists predominantly of lightly 

trafficked rural single carriageway roads subject to 40mph speed limits.  There is a road narrowing on 

Crab Hill Lane, which reduces the carriageway to a single lane, created by a bridge over the Salfords 

Stream (Figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
 

 

1 Count site reference 17739 
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Figure 3 - Crab Hill Lane Bridge 

 

3.2.3. The nearest connection from the Area of Technical Assessment to A23 to the west is at the signalised 

junction with Three Arch Road to the west of East Surrey Hospital (Figure 4).  Kings Mill Lane and 

Mason’s Bridge Road run through the Area of Technical Assessment (Figures 5 and 6).  The A23 

corridor and local road network to the west of the Area of Technical Assessment through Redhill, 

Earlswood, Salfords and Horley suffers from a degree of congestion during network peak hours.   
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Figure 4 – Three Arch Road Junction 

 

Figure 5 – Kings Mill Lane 
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Figure 6 – Mason’s Bridge Road 

 

3.2.4. Traffic count data on the DfT website identifies that in 2015 A23 just to the south of its junction with 

Orchard Drive, to the south of the Area of Technical Assessment, recorded an AADT of circa 22,000 

vehicles2, which is similar to that for the previous three years. 

3.3 PUBLIC TRANSPORT NETWORK 

BUS NETWORK 

3.3.1. The nearest bus stops are located approximately 1km from the centre of the Area of Technical 

Assessment on Mid Street and Kings Mill Lane in South Nutfield (Figure 7) and served by bus 

services 315 and 610.   Route 315 provides a limited service of 3 journeys per day per direction, and 

Route 610 provides a service to Oxted County School in the morning and back again in the afternoon. 

3.3.2. There are also bus stops on the residential streets of Whitebushes, at Spencer Way and Bushfield 

Drive, approximately 1.5km from the centre of the Area of Technical Assessment.  These bus stops 

are served by bus services 420, 424, 430, 435, 460 and 524 (Figure 8). 

 

 

 

                                                      
 

 

2 Count site reference 46273 
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Figure 7 – Bus Stops Near the Area of Technical Assessment 
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Figure 8 - Bus Routes to the West of the Area of Technical Assessment 

         

3.3.3. There are also bus stops at the main entrance to East Surrey Hospital (ESH) approximately 1.75km 

from the centre of the Area of Technical Assessment.  These bus stops are served by bus routes 315, 

400, 420, 424, 430, 435, 460 and Fastway 100, which together provide a service frequency of 15 

buses per hour to and from ESH. 

3.3.4. The Fastway 100 bus service provides frequent and fast services along A23 into Redhill to the north 

and to Gatwick to the south.  Local bus routes 424, 430/435, and 460 connect with Redhill, Reigate 

and Horley.  Table 1 summarises the routes of each of these bus services. 
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Table 1 - Bus Services and Routes 

Service  Route Frequency 

100  100 Maidenbower – Three Bridges – Crawley – Manor Royal – 

Gatwick Airport – Horley – East Surrey Hospital – Redhill – 

Park 25 

Every 15 minutes Monday-

Saturday, every 30 mins on 

Sundays 

400 Caterham – Godstone – Redhill – East Surrey Hospital – 

Gatwick Airport – Crawley – Three Bridges – Copthorne – East 

Grinstead Stone Quarry 

Hourly service Monday-

Saturday, two-hourly on 

Sundays 

420 Sutton – Banstead – Tadworth – Reigate – Redhill – East 

Surrey 

Hospital – Whitebushes (Extended to Crawley on Sundays) 

Hourly service Monday-

Saturday, two-hourly on 

Sundays 

430/435 Merstham – Redhill – Royal Earlswood Park – East Surrey 

Hospital – 

Whitebushes (Evenings & Sundays) – Woodhatch – Reigate  

- 

Half hourly service Monday-

Saturday, hourly service on 

Sundays 

460 Epsom – Preston – Tadworth – Reigate – Redhill – East 

Surrey 

Hospital – Whitebushes – Horley – Gatwick Airport – Crawley 

Hourly service Monday-

Saturday, two-hourly on 

Sundays 

424 Redhill – Reigate – Woodhatch – Meadvale – East Surrey 

Hospital – 

Whitebushes – Salfords – Horley – Smallfield – Burstow – 

Copthorne 

Village – Shipley Bridge – Gatwick Road North – Three 

Bridges 

Station – Crossways – Crawley Bus Station 

Hourly service Monday-

Saturday  

315 Dormansland - Lingfield - Smallfield – South Nutfield - Redhill - 

East Surrey Hospital (Mondays-Fridays only) 

3 services per day, Monday to 

Friday 

524 Hookwood, Horley Row, Salfords, Whitebushes, Redhill and 

St. Bede’s school 

School bus, one journey AM, 

return journey PM 

610 Smallfield, Outwood, South Nutfield, Bletchingley to Oxted 

County School 
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3.3.5. The availability of bus services is good with accessibility to numerous destinations, including Gatwick 

Airport via the Fastway 100. 

RAIL NETWORK 

3.3.6. There are four railway stations within a 3.5km radius of the centre of the Area of Technical 

Assessment, all of which are currently managed by Southern (Figure 9).  The closest station, Nutfield 

(1.6km), is to the north of the Area of Technical Assessment on the Redhill to Tonbridge line.  

Salfords (2.0km), Earlswood (2.6km) and Redhill (3.4km) are all to the west, and are on the London 

Victoria/London Bridge – Gatwick Airport.  From Redhill, trains are also available to Reading, via 

Guildford on the North Downs Line, managed by Great Western Railways (Figure 10).   

Figure 9 – Rail Stations Near the Area of Technical Assessment 
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Figure 10 – Rail Network 

 

3.3.7. Redhill Station offers the best opportunity for interchange with various rail lines, and is served by circa 

21 trains per hour during the peak periods and 17 trains per hour during the off peak period.  On 

Saturday and Sunday there are 18 and 24 trains per hour respectively as summarised in Table 2. 
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Table 2 - Train Services and Routes  

Route Average Frequency per direction Average Journey Time 

Monday-
Friday 

Saturday Sunday 

Gatwick - Redhill – London 

Victoria/London Bridge 

(Southern) 

Every 10 

minutes 

Every 15-20 

minutes 

Every 15-

20 minutes 

Redhill – London 

41 mins 

Redhill – Gatwick 

8 mins 

Redhill – Tonbridge Line 

(Southern) 

Hourly Redhill – Tonbridge 

30 mins 

North Downs Line 

(Great Western Railway) 

Half Hourly Hourly Redhill – Reading 

1 hour 9 mins 

3.3.8. Salfords Station and Earlswood Station are served by 3 trains per hour during the weekday peak 

periods and 2 trains per hour during the off peak period towards either London or Brighton.  Nutfield 

Station is served by 4 trains per hour during both the weekday peak and off peak periods, i.e. two 

trains per hour in each direction between Redhill and Tonbridge.   

3.3.9. Overall, the Area of Technical Assessment has good accessibility to rail transport which provides fast 

and frequent services via the main London – Brighton line, Redhill – Tonbridge line and North Downs 

Line. 

CYCLE NETWORK 

3.3.10. There are numerous local cycle routes in the area surrounding the Area of Technical Assessment.  

The Surrey Cycleway provides east-west cycle connections along local roads including Mason’s 

Bridge Road.  The National Cycle Route (NCR) 21 north-south alignment to the west of the Area of 

Technical Assessment is predominantly on quieter roads but also alongside A23 and provides a 

mixture of ‘on-road’ and ‘off-road’ links between Redhill and Horley (Figure 11).   
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Figure 11 – Cycle Routes Near the Area of Technical Assessment 

 

PEDESTRIAN NETWORK 

3.3.11. There are numerous local pedestrian routes within the Area of Technical Assessment, although there 

are no public footpaths that pass through Redhill Aerodrome itself (Figure 12).  Public footpaths exist 

in all directions from the Area of Technical Assessment, with byways and bridleways also in close 

proximity although these routes are generally only suitable for recreational purposes.  Due to the Area 

of Technical Assessment being in a semi-rural location there are no paved footways alongside the 

majority of the local roads and the majority of the roads do not have any street lighting. 
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Figure 12 – Public Rights of Way 

 

3.4 PERSONAL INJURY COLLISION (PIC) DATA 

3.4.1. Chapter 12 of the Redhill Aerodrome hard runway application Environmental Statement (ES)3 

contains Personal Injury Collision (PIC) data for the surrounding highway network which were 

obtained from Surrey County Council for the most recent three year period prior to the application 

being submitted.   

3.4.2. The data identified that there were 19 PICs on Kings Mill Lane, of which 18 resulted in slight injuries 

and one resulted in serious injuries.  Further analysis identified that 14 of the collisions occurred as a 

                                                      
 

 

3 Redhill Aerodrome, Environmental Statement, July 2012, Terence O’Rourke 
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result of the loss of control of a vehicle on a bend.  Three of the collisions were at or near the main 

access to the aerodrome. 

3.4.3. A review of the most recent 5 year collision data (2012-2016) on www.Crashmap.co.uk has identified 

that 183 collisions occurred within the area shown in Figure 13 below. 

Figure 13 - Personal Injury Collision Locations (2012-2016) 

 

3.4.4. Of the collisions identified within the Area of Technical Assessment on Crashmap, including the 

mainline of M23 motorway, none resulted in fatalities, and 20 resulted in serious injury to casualties.  

The remaining 163 collisions resulted in slight injuries only.  The cause of the collisions shown in 

Figure 11 is expected to include loss of control, excessive speed, and lack of attention to road 

conditions by drivers.  Further assessments will be completed to understand the causes of the 

collisions.  Improvements to signage, speeds and geometry will be considered as necessary to reduce 

the risk of collisions following the development of a garden village in the Area of Technical 

Assessment. 

3.5 TRAFFIC FLOWS 

TRAFFIC SURVEYS 

3.5.1. The Redhill Aerodrome Hard Runway application ES contains Classified Turning Counts and 

Automatic Traffic Count (ATC) data for July 2010.  It is highlighted within the ES that July is not a 

neutral month.  The surveys recorded 100 vehicles arriving and 15 vehicles departing the aerodrome 

http://www.crashmap.co.uk/
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site during the AM Peak Hour (0800-0900) with a two-way flow of 385 vehicles on Kings Mill Lane.  

During the PM Peak Hour (1700-1800) the surveys recorded 12 vehicles arriving and 90 vehicles 

departing the aerodrome site with a two-way flow of 392 vehicles on Kings Mill Lane. 

3.5.2. The ES also summarised the 12, 18 and 24 hour vehicle and HGV flows on Kings Mill Lane, as 

replicated in Table 3. 

Table 3 - Kings Mill Lane Vehicle Flows (July 2010) 

Time Period 2010 Traffic Flow Vehicles (HGVs) 

12 Hour 3,560 (33) 

18 Hour 4,038 (36) 

24 Hour 4,102 (37) 

TRADS DATA 

3.5.3. The TRADS database has examined for traffic flow data on the Highways England road network 

which is accessed at http://tris.highwaysengland.co.uk/detail/monthlysummarydata.  The May 2016 

data for M23 between Junctions 8-9 and the M25 between junctions 7-8 is summarised in Table 4 

Table 4 - TRADS Database Vehicle Flows (May 2016) 

Motorway Direction  24hr 18hr 12hr 

ADT AWT ADT AWT ADT AWT 

M23 Northbound J9-J8 65,990 55,196 59,637 60,526 45,838 46,723 

Southbound J8-

J9 

57,661 48,078 52,946 53,564 41,780 42,171 

M25 Anti-clockwise J8-

J7 

76,730 64,695 71,963 73,591 56,561 57,929 

Clockwise J7-J8 83,793 70,201 77,479 78,284 60,197 60,557 

3.5.4. M23 carries between 57-66,000 vehicles per day on average, with over 40,000 of those during the 

daytime 12 hours (0700-1900).   

3.5.5. M25 carries between 76,000-84,000 vehicles per day on average, with 56-60,000 during the daytime 

12 hours.  The southern section on M25, which includes J7-8, is one of the busiest parts of the UK 

motorway network and can become congested during peak travel times or when a major incident 

occurs. 

http://tris.highwaysengland.co.uk/detail/monthlysummarydata
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DEPARTMENT FOR TRANSPORT  

3.5.6. The Department for Transport Website (http://www.dft.gov.uk/traffic-counts/cp.php?la=Surrey) 

contains traffic count data taken from manual traffic counts.  Approximately 8,000 manual traffic 

counts are carried out each year, where each site is counted on one day in that year for a twelve hour 

period. 

3.5.7. The locations of the count sites in the vicinity of the Area of Technical Assessment are shown in 

Figure 14.  There is a count site (17739) on M23 directly adjacent to the Area of Technical 

Assessment and two count sites on A23; one to the north of the Area of Technical Assessment 

(26274) and one to the south (46273).  There are also count sites in Redhill Town Centre and on A25.  

The count data from 2000-2015 are shown in Table 5. 

Figure 14 - Surrey Annual Count Site Locations  
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Table 5 - AADF Flows by Count Site  

AADF 
Year 

All Motor Vehicles 

36286 
(A25) 

78292 
(A25) 

26274 
(A23N) 

46273 (A23S) 17739 
(M23) 

27605 
(A217) 

2000 13,627 15,126 22,666 29,079 104,558 7,250 

2001 13,411 14,888 23,603 27,403 108,445 7,299 

2002 13,062 14,500 25,388 30,091 111,341 7,441 

2003 12,526 13,906 25,341 29,178 118,959 7,619 

2004 12,806 14,214 25,322 27,365 126,876 7,643 

2005 13,379 14,853 21,836 30,350 130,770 7,661 

2006 13,329 14,794 21,949 25,410 111,022 7,861 

2007 12,988 14,416 21,276 26,530 112,815 7,544 

2008 12,894 14,311 21,028 26,128 112,985 7,310 

2009 12,762 14,165 21,205 26,011 118,317 7,240 

2010 12,576 13,960 20,801 25,538 107,215 7,138 

2011 12,735 14,136 20,815 25,562 106,881 7,234 

2012 11,786 13,083 20,585 21,940 113,156 7,115 

2013 11,701 12,988 21,723 21,867 112,027 7,088 

2014 11,963 13,278 21,927 22,142 118,678 7,260 

2015 11,958 13,273 21,730 21,977 130,401 7,274 

Average 14105 17893 22557 8564 109540 27226 

3.5.8. The local rural roads within the Area of Technical Assessment are typically ‘free flowing’ during the 

peak hours due to the relatively low volumes of traffic passing along them.  However, A23 Horley 

Road has high volumes of vehicles passing along it throughout the day, particularly during the peak 

hours.  The junctions which are known to have capacity issues/queuing are A23 Horley Road / Three 

Arch Road, A23 Bonehurst Road / Cross Oak Lane, and junctions within the centre of Redhill. 
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3.6 CENSUS 2011 DATA 

METHOD OF TRAVEL TO WORK 

3.6.1. The Census 2011 Method of Travel to Work data has identified that for the Earlswood and 

Whitebushes Ward, which includes part of the Area of Technical Assessment, the majority (61%) of 

residents travel to work by car as shown in Table 6.  This dataset provides a good indication of the 

mode of transport that future residents at the garden village will use to travel to their workplace. 

Table 6 - Method of Travel to Work for the Earlswood and Whitebushes Ward  

Travel Mode Surveyed Residents 

Mode (%) Number 

Driving a Car or Van 60.8% 2,852 

Passenger in a Car or Van 4.5% 209 

Bus, Minibus or Coach 3.9% 183 

Underground, Metro, Light Rail, Tram 0.4% 17 

Train 14.7% 688 

Taxi 0.6% 26 

Motorcycle, Scooter or Moped 0.6% 28 

Bicycle 1.8% 86 

On Foot 12.4% 581 

Other Method of Travel to Work 0.5% 24 

Total Responses 100% 4,694 

Non-Sustainable Travel 60.8% 2,852 

Sustainable Travel 39.2% 1,842 

PLACE OF WORK 

3.6.2. An examination of the Census 2011 Place of Work data from both Reigate and Banstead and 

Tandridge has been completed in order to identify where residents in these boroughs travel to for 
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work.  The most popular destinations identified by the review are provided in Table 7 and Figure 15.  

The most popular place of work for each of the locations is within their home borough. 

Table 7 - Place of Work from both Reigate and Banstead and Tandridge  

Place of work : 2011 Census local authority  Reigate and 
Banstead 

Tandridge 

Reigate and Banstead area 21,049 3,537 

Tandridge 2,111 8,969 

Crawley 4.735 1,492 

Westminster, City of London 4,263 3,159 

Mole Valley  3,452 574 

Sutton  2,743 813 

Epsom and Ewell 2,312 - 

Croydon 2,226 3,321 

Merton 1,027 - 

Kingston upon Thames 1,020 - 

Tower Hamlets  783 - 

Mid Sussex - 940 

Sevenoaks - 851 

Bromley - 779 

Southwark - 556 

Total 40,991 24,991 
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Figure 15 - Place of Work from both Reigate and Banstead and Tandridge 

Reigate and Banstead Tandridge 
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4 PROPOSED MOVEMENT STRATEGY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

4.1.1. The Area of Technical Assessment is located between several major transport corridors, with M23 to 

the east, the London-Brighton rail line, A23 and A217 to the west, and the Redhill-Tonbridge rail line, 

A25 and M25 to the north.  The M23 and A23 corridors are just 3.25km apart, with the M23 link to 

M25 at Junction 7 5.5km to the north of the Area of Technical Assessment (Figure 16).  Gatwick 

Airport is 6km to the south of the Area of Technical Assessment.  The Redhill-Tonbridge rail line 

(accessed at Nutfield Station) is an important corridor linking to the North Downs Line for travel to 

Guildford and Reading.  The Area of Technical Assessment is therefore well placed to provide 

connections for all modes of travel, but also to provide much needed relief to the existing highway 

network during peak travel periods. 

Figure 16 – Existing Movement Corridors 
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4.2 OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES 

4.2.1. The movement strategy aims to create a sustainable community which is less reliant on the private 

car and is accessible to all modes of travel.   There are significant opportunities to connect to the 

highway network and also to high quality public transport services, including the Fastway bus service 

between Redhill and Gatwick.  The strategy will be implemented in the context of a comprehensive 

Travel Plan Framework that will be applied across the garden village. 

4.2.2. Infrastructure priorities will accommodate ‘fast track’ public transport and provide permeability across 

and through the garden village for pedestrians and cyclists, as well as providing a much needed 

strategic road link connecting M23 and A23. 

4.2.3. In developing a self-sustaining community without reliance on the private car, the movement strategy 

must be multimodal, and implemented in the context of a Travel Plan Framework (TPF).  The TPF 

would cater for all modes across the Area of Technical Assessment and would include significant 

measures to influence travel behaviour.  The targets to be achieved by the TPF would align with the 

objectives of the Local Transport Plan for Surrey, which aims to ensure traffic congestion is no worse 

with the development operational, and ideally better through the increased use of sustainable travel 

modes.  Area wide travel behaviour planning would also be important to effect behavioural change 

within existing communities, further relieving the congested highway network in the locality. 

4.2.4. The overarching principles of movement are predicated on the provision of a high quality east-west 

road corridor across the Area of Technical Assessment to provide area wide benefits and to also 

serve development land parcels within the garden village.  This will improve accessibility to the wider 

area and assist in relieving the more congested areas of Redhill and potentially A23 south.  In this 

regard, the proposed development would provide a new M23-A23 Link Road.  The M23-A23 Link 

Road would connect with M23 to the east via a new junction on the motorway.  The junction would 

probably take the form of a grade separated roundabout with north and south facing slip roads.  The 

M23-A23 Link Road would bridge over Crab Hill Lane, Redhill Brook, and Kings Mill Lane, and then 

connect with Mason’s Bridge Road/Three Arch Road before connecting with A23.  Improvements to 

the local road corridors are likely to be required to enhance capacity and safety.   

4.2.5. Redhill Garden Village will ultimately have multiple points of access to cater for travel modes.   Some 

of which will provide links to ‘green corridors’ and thereby permit access by cyclists and pedestrians.   

Others will provide either full or partial access for vehicles and public transport.  The proposed new 

junction on M23 and M23-A23 Link Road will ultimately act as the primary movement corridor from 

which secondary and tertiary links would be formed to access development land parcels.     
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4.3 HIGHWAYS 

4.3.1. Completion of a new junction on M23 and M23-A23 Link Road is planned within the RIS24 period 

2020-2025.  Alongside the construction and implementation of the new junction and M23-A23 Link 

Road, it would be feasible to build out the initial development phase(s) entirely within Tandridge 

District Council’s (TDC) jurisdiction.  At this stage, it is considered that the initial phase(s) of the 

development would comprise 150-400 residential units within the first four years of the build 

programme.   In this regard, there are a number of options for taking access off the local roads and 

these are summarised as follows.  A number of these options could be combined if necessary to 

serve the initial development land parcels to cater for all travel modes and to facilitate both ‘green’ 

sustainable corridors and primary access for vehicles and public transport.      

4.3.2. Phase 1 access to some limited initial individual development parcels would be from the local highway 

network from Axes Lane/Green Lane with access onto A23 at Honeycrock Lane.  The priority junction 

of A23/Honeycrock Lane operates with some congestion on the minor arm during peak travel times.  

Access to Phase 1 would be subject to implementing any necessary improvements to the local road 

network including at Honeycrock Lane (Figure 17).  The impact on local villages including South 

Nutfield and Outwood would be minimised through the implementation of an area wide traffic 

management strategy to discourage rat running traffic. 

4.3.3. A primary school (1FE) and community facility would be located within Phase 1 to complement the 

early phases of development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
 

 

4 Government’s Road Investment Strategy 2 (RIS2), 2020 - 2025 
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Figure 17 – Strategic Highway Access (150-400 units) Years 2-4 

  

4.3.4. Phase 2 presents the opportunity to open a connection to M23 between Junction 9 (Gatwick) and 
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highway network as per Phase 1 (Figure 18).   
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Figure 18 – Strategic Highway Access (approx.. 6,500 units) Years 4 onwards 

 

4.3.5. Highways England has planned for M23 to be upgraded as a Smart Motorway with ‘all lanes running’ 
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4.3.7. Residential distributor roads will link the M23-A23 Link Road with the development parcels.  The 

residential distributor roads will be designed to accord with Manual for Streets5 principles to serve the 

land parcels whilst providing continuation of the pedestrian and cycle networks through the garden 

village, ensuring permeability for all modes throughout the development. 

4.3.8. Improvements to increase the capacity at key junctions on the existing highway network will be 

implemented to ensure a seamless integration of the development into the local area.  It is envisaged 

that improvements will be required at the East Surrey Hospital roundabout (Three Arch Road/Canada 

Avenue) and the link towards A23, as well as at the A23/Three Arch Road junction. 

4.3.9. It is also likely that improvements will be required to the A23 corridor between Redhill and 

Salfords/Horley to facilitate increased capacity, and enhancements for safety and public transport. 

4.4 PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

BUS 

4.4.1. Connections to public transport would be made through enhancing existing routes in the local area.  

Local bus services would be extended into the garden village and would run either along the 

proposed M23-A23 Link Road or through new access points from Mason’s Bridge Road or Axes 

Lane.  The local bus connections will provide access to the local rail stations, including Redhill, 

Earlswood, Salfords and Horley.   

4.4.2. There is a major opportunity to connect with bus services to Gatwick Airport, via local buses and/or 

via the Fastway 100 service by bringing buses onto the development.  Gatwick Airport will also be 

accessible from the rail stations on the London Victoria-Gatwick-Brighton rail line, where significant 

investment is being targeted to double the rail capacity by 2020. 

4.4.3. The bus strategy would be implemented in a number of phases. Phase 1 would serve the early 

development parcels, and would involve extending existing local services (potentially routes 424 or 

430/435) which currently terminate/call at East Surrey Hospital into the garden village.  Alternatively, a 

bespoke demand responsive transport (DRT) bus service could be introduced to serve a variety of 

destinations including East Surrey Hospital.    

4.4.4. The frequency of bus services would be reviewed and enhanced to ensure sufficient provision for the 

early development parcels to ensure ‘Day 1’ options for sustainable travel from the garden village to 

encourage positive travel behaviour. 

                                                      
 

 

5 DfT, Manual for Streets, 2007. 
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4.4.5. The use of DRT offers a flexible and sustainable solution to improve the overall connectivity of local 

residents with key social infrastructure.   This would also apply to linking both the development and 

existing Tandridge residents with ESH, East Surrey College and other essential services. 

4.4.6. Phase 2 would be implemented following completion of the M23-A23 Link Road and connection with 

M23 (Figure 19).  A ‘Fastway’ service would be implemented from the garden village towards Redhill 

town centre to the north and Gatwick to the south.  The service would route along the new M23-A23 

Link Road and via M23, as an alternative to the existing Fastway 100 service which uses A23 and 

frequently becomes delayed due to the congested urban network of roads.  It is anticipated that a new 

Fastway service would supplement the existing 100 service to ensure provision for existing 

passengers along A23 is not removed. 

4.4.7. Subsequent phases will include bus routes that utilise new residential distributor roads from the M23-

A23 Link Road looping around the development to ensure residential units are within an approximate 

400m walk distance to bus stops.  The routes would follow the principles of Manual for Streets to 

navigate the development parcels, with attractive, safe and secure walking routes to the bus stops. 
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Figure 19 – Public Transport Access Strategy 

 

RAIL 

4.4.8. There are a number of key rail hubs in the vicinity of the Area of Technical Assessment, including 

Redhill Station and Gatwick Station providing high frequency rail routes into London, to Gatwick and 

to the South Coast, and towards Guildford and Reading via the North Downs Line.   

4.4.9. The Surrey Rail Strategy identifies improvements to the North Downs Line to Redhill and Gatwick as 

one of the three priority areas for rail improvements in the County, with medium to long term 

improvements required to service frequencies and capacities.  The North Downs Line Assessment 

(July 2015) states that:  

“The potential of the North Downs Line is currently constrained by sub-optimal journey 

times and services frequencies. This has been recognised by Network Rail in the Draft 

Wessex Route Study which proposes a much needed increase in service frequency. This 
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assessment finds a good economic and strategic case for delivering further 

improvements to the rail service in the short, medium and long term to meet the transport 

and economic needs of the area”. 

4.4.10. Improvements to the frequency of services in the short term, within the current North Downs Line 

franchise to 2019, will occur to provide further semi-fast services between Gatwick and Reading, via 

Redhill. 

4.4.11. Access to the rail hubs, as well as the intermediate stations at Nutfield, Earlswood, and Salfords, will 

be via intermodal connections with enhanced bus services (Figure 19) and via new cycle links (Figure 

20).  Improved connectivity with the rail hubs will ensure the development can take full advantage of 

the improved frequencies and services to be provided on the rail network in the short, medium and 

long term.  Additional secure and covered cycle parking will be provided if required at the rail stations 

to enhance the opportunity for combined cycle/rail trips. 

4.5 PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS 

4.5.1. Connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists on secure routes away from the principal roads will give 

direct access to key transport nodes such as rail stations and main bus stops (indicatively shown 

green on Figure 20).  The connections along the primary pedestrian and cycle routes will meet 

Manual for Streets principles in terms of their design and legibility.  Enhanced cycle parking provision 

will be provided where necessary to encourage intermodal connections. 

4.5.2. Footpaths along the main desire routes towards Nutfield, Earlswood, and Salfords will be maintained 

and enhanced through the development.   

4.5.3. Cycle route connections will be made with the Surrey Cycleway on Mason’s Bridge Road and Axes 

Lane/Green Lane, and with the National Cycle Route 21 (London – Crawley - Eastbourne) at ESH 

and Whitebushes. 
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Figure 20 – Pedestrian and Cycle Connections 

 

4.6 SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL STRATEGY 

4.6.1. A comprehensive ‘Sustainable Travel Strategy’ will be implemented across the garden village, 

controlled and monitored through a Travel Plan Framework (TPF) and a series of individual Travel 

Plans for specific land parcels/uses.  This is an essential element of the overall Movement Strategy 

for development within the Area of Technical Assessment. 

4.6.2. The primary aim of the TPF will be to reduce the number of private car based trips to the garden 

village, particularly single occupancy vehicle trips, and to increase travel by sustainable modes.  The 

developers will be fully committed to implementing, monitoring and reviewing the Sustainable Travel 

Strategy and the Travel Plans for each land use.  The Travel Plans will need to be coordinated and 

managed in such a way that the potential benefits are maximised. 
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4.6.3. The main objectives of the TPF, will assist in meeting the primary aim of the Sustainable Travel 

Strategy, and encourage sustainable modes of transport by: 

 Reducing non-essential single-occupancy car trips to and from the garden village whilst 

encouraging a modal-shift in favour of public transport and sustainable modes; 

 Reducing the need for car based travel whilst encouraging a modal-shift in favour of public 

transport and sustainable mode; 

 Improving the health and wellbeing of residents, staff and visitors at the garden village; and 

 Raising awareness of safety and environmental issues associated with travel. 

4.6.4. A comprehensive set of SMART targets, and measures to be introduced to achieve the targets, will be 

included within the TPF and the individual land use Travel Plans.  The Travel Plans will be monitored 

in conjunction with SCC to ensure targets are being met, with additional measures introduced if 

necessary. 
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5 NEW JUNCTION ON M23 

5.1.1. The delivery of primary infrastructure is key to unlocking the development potential of the Aerodrome 

Area of Technical Assessment.  The proposed M23-A23 Link Road would form a significant 

opportunity to connect the Strategic Road Network (SRN) M23 and the Primary Route Network (PRN) 

A23, via a new junction onto the M23.   This would provide relief to the existing primary road network 

which currently suffers from peak hour congestion and also enable previously developed land to come 

forward to provide much needed high quality housing.    

5.1.2. The Department of Transport’s Circular 02/20136 identifies at paragraph 39 that: 

“Where appropriate, proposals for the creation of new junctions or direct means of access 

may be identified and developed at the Plan making stage in circumstances where it can 

be established that such new infrastructure is essential for the delivery of strategic planned 

growth.” 

5.1.3. Given the need for additional housing to meet the anticipated Local Plan supply in Tandridge, and 

longer term supply needs for Reigate and Banstead (beyond 2027), there is a clear economic and 

growth case to justify the need for a new junction on M23.    

5.1.4. Furthermore, a new junction on M23 will assist in accommodating planned growth at Gatwick Airport, 

and in alleviating existing congestion along the A23 corridor. 

5.2 INITIAL DISCUSSIONS WITH HIGHWAYS ENGLAND AND SURREY 
COUNTY COUNCIL 

5.2.1. Initial discussions have been held with Highways England and Surrey County Council as the strategic 

and local highway authorities.  In principle, both authorities are supportive of the proposals given the 

congestion on A23 and through surrounding settlements including Redhill and Reigate, and the 

potential for the new M23-A23 Link Road to alleviate that congestion.   

5.2.2. Both Highways England and Surrey County Council are engaging with the Thakeham Homes Project 

Team, and are willing to collaborate to complete the technical analysis to an agreed acceptable 

methodology to ensure that the Strategic Growth Test can be satisfied in accordance with Circular 

02/2013.  A Steering Group has been established involving all the key stakeholders to drive forward 

the technical traffic modelling that will support the case and the benefits that a new junction will bring 

to accommodate regional growth as planned by the local planning authorities.  The initial meeting of 

                                                      
 

 

6 The Strategic Road Network and the Delivery of Sustainable Development, DfT Circular 02/2013 
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the Group was held in September 2017 to discuss and agree the extent of modelling required to 

support the test required by the Circular 02/2013. 

5.3 SUPPORT FROM SECRETARY OF STATE FOR TRANSPORT 

5.3.1. The Secretary of State for Transport, Chris Grayling, has expressed initial support for a new junction 

on M23 to serve a new garden village at Redhill Aerodrome.  A letter addressed to the Leader of 

Reigate and Banstead Borough Council of 3rd August 2017 states: 

“The Housing White Paper “Fixing our Broken Housing Market” recognises transport 

infrastructure as one of the keys to unlocking housing growth and delivering places 

people want to live, and the recently published Transport Investment Strategy includes 

housing growth as a priority.  The Department has developed a joint Housing and 

Transport Programme with the Department for Communities and Local Government, and 

we are working closely to deliver it. 

In this case I understand your point about the importance of securing a new junction on 

M23 to support the proposed development.  Given our strategic ambitions for housing 

and transport, there may well be a strong case for a new junction, assuming that the 

development itself is acceptable locally, meets planning and environmental requirements, 

and that the cost of such a junction would be met by the site’s developers.” 

5.3.2. The Secretary of State goes on to mention delivery timescales, and the potential to include a new 

junction on M23 in the RIS2 (Roads Investment Strategy) programme: 

“If appropriate, and subject to this scheme being deemed satisfactory, it would be 

possible to list it in RIS2, with the caveat that it is subject to securing the developer 

contribution.  This practice has been used for a number of new road proposals in the 

current RIS, and could be a good way of ensuring that a junction to support Redhill 

Aerodrome development achieves similar status and certainty to other schemes in the 

strategy.” 

5.4 TYPICAL CONCEPTUAL JUNCTION LAYOUT  

5.4.1. To minimise land take, the junction would probably take the form of a two overbridge arrangement 

with a circulatory carriageway above the main line and with north and south facing slip roads to 

facilitate all traffic movements.  There are a number of alternative arrangements for a junction, 

including a dumb-bell arrangement, with two smaller roundabouts either side of the main carriageway 

linked by a single bridge.    

5.4.2. A minor fourth arm could be provided to allow access to a potential small commercial development 

parcel to the east of M23.  This would be used to relocate the Air Ambulance helicopter and 
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associated employment uses from the Aerodrome site, and employment uses ancillary to the new 

settlement.  

5.4.3. WSP will test a number of different highway scheme options at design and assessment stages to 

determine the optimum arrangement.  The final junction arrangement would be designed to the 

standards required by the Department of Transport as indicated by the Design Manual for Roads and 

Bridges (DMRB).   

5.5 HIGHWAY OWNERSHIP 

5.5.1. Highways Ownership plans have been received from Highways England, confirming the extent of the 

land around M23 under their control.  The slip roads, the junction, and the M23-A23 Link Road will be 

provided on land either within Thakeham Homes’ control or on Highways England land. 

5.5.2. It is envisaged that the M23-A23 Link Road would ultimately be adopted by the local highway 

authority Surrey County Council (SCC) as part of the Primary Route Network (PRN) and classified in 

accordance with the DfT’s guidance note of January 2012.7 

5.6 M23-A23 LINK ROAD 

5.6.1. A number of routes are currently under consideration to benefit from the existing topography and to 

minimise the impact on the wider landscape and setting.   

5.6.2. The proposed M23-A23 Link Road would act as the primary transport corridor through the garden 

village to serve development land parcels.  The nature and general characteristics of the M23-A23 

Link Road are currently being reviewed as part of the overall masterplanning process.  It is envisaged 

that a single carriageway of at least 7.3m width with 3m cycleways/footways and landscaped verges 

would be required, although a dual carriageway option is also being considered. The M23-A23 Link 

Road would connect with development distributor roads to facilitate access to land parcels.    

5.6.3. The selected route design solution will seek to minimise the risk of traffic reassigning from a wider 

area to the north of the garden village. Local access would be provided to the proposed M23-A23 Link 

Road via the development land parcels.  In addition, an area wide transport management strategy 

would be implemented in consultation with the local communities to incorporate a range of suitable 

speed and safety control measures.     

                                                      
 

 

7 Guidance on Road Classification and the Primary Route Network – DfT, January 2012 
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5.7 SMART MOTORWAYS 

5.7.1. Highways England has planned for M23 to become part of the Smart Motorway programme for ‘all 

lanes running’ (ALR), starting construction in the spring of 2018.  Highways England are currently 

consulting the public regarding the plans for ALR.   

5.7.2. The detail of the scheme includes additional capacity at M23 J8/M25 J7, with an additional merge and 

diverge lane between the two motorways.  The additional capacity created will assist in easing 

existing congestion at that junction during peak hours.  Emergency refuge areas will be provided at 

regular intervals, and additional noise barriers will be constructed alongside urban areas as 

necessary. 

5.7.3. The new junction on M23 will therefore be planned to accord with the future Smart Motorway design 

for M23 between J8 (M25 J7) and J10 (Crawley), assuming the scheme is implemented as currently 

planned by Highways England.   

5.8 RELATIONSHIP WITH GATWICK SPUR AND M25 

SEPARATION AND WEAVING 

5.8.1. The Weaving Length between new and existing junctions is defined by the advice and requirements 

of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) Volume, 6 Section 2, Part 1, TD22/06 Layout of 

Grade Separated Junctions. 

5.8.2. The guidance states at paragraph 4.35 that a desirable minimum ‘Lact’ distance (actual weaving 

length) of 2km is required between junctions (Figure 21).  With a separation of over 3km, weaving 

movements will not occur and the junctions can be considered to be completely separate. 

Figure 21 – Extract from TD 22/06 
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NORTH TO M23 J8/M25 J7  

Northbound: 

5.8.3. From the end of the proposed new slip road to a point 100m back from the start of the existing M25 

lane drop slip road nose (as per TD 22/06 diagram 4/12), the distance is 3.7km, therefore weaving will 

not occur (Figure 22). 

Figure 22 – New Junction to M23 J8 Northbound Weaving Distance 

 

Southbound: 

5.8.4. From the end of the existing M25 lane gain slip road to the proposed new slip road (as per TD 22/06 

diagram 4/11), the distance is 3.7km, therefore weaving will not occur (Figure 23).  

Figure 23 - New Junction to M23 J8 Southbound Weaving Distance 

 

SOUTH TO M23 J9/GATWICK 

Northbound: 

5.8.5. From the end of the existing M23 slip road to the proposed new slip road (as per TD 22/06 diagram 

4/9A), the distance is 5.1km, therefore weaving will not occur (Figure 24).  
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Figure 24 - New Junction to M23 J9 Northbound Weaving Distance 

 

Southbound:  

5.8.6. From the end of the proposed new slip road to the start of the existing M23 J9 slip road (as per TD 

22/06 diagram 4/9A), the distance is 4.9km, therefore weaving will not occur (Figure 25). 

Figure 25 - New Junction to M23 J9 Southbound Weaving Distance 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.8.7. There is more than sufficient separation to create a new junction without weaving movements 

occurring, with far greater distances than the DfT’s desirable minimum of 2km between the ends of all 

slip roads as required by DMRB (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26 – Junction Separation Distances 

 

5.9 TRAFFIC DEMAND 

NEW M23 JUNCTION CAPACITY 

5.9.1. To enable initial calculations, a traffic flow of 1,200 -1,8008 vehicles per lane at a major grade-

separated junction is assumed.  The new roundabout junction on M23 is likely to have a dual 

carriageway approach to the junction.  This means that there will be two approach lanes and two 

departure lanes.  In addition, there is likely to be a minimum of two lanes around the roundabout, with 

an overall total capacity of around 2,400-3,600 vehicles per hour. 

5.9.2. The level of trips that would be generated by the development and assigned towards M23 would be in 

the region of 1,300-1,800 vehicles during the peak travel periods.  Therefore, with a capacity of 

around 2,400-3,600 vehicles per hour, a new grade separated junction would be more than sufficient 

to accommodate the development, with a good proportion of residual capacity to accommodate 

reassigned traffic from other routes. 

REASSIGNMENT OF TRIPS 

5.9.3. One of the major benefits of providing a new junction on M23 will be the reassignment of trips from 

the existing local highway network to alternative routes via the new junction.  Complex strategic 

modelling will need to be completed to understand the reassignment potential of the M23-A23 Link 

Road, and this is currently being progressed in conjunction with Highways England and SCC. 

5.10 WIDER COMMUNITY BENEFITS 

5.10.1. The M23-A23 Link Road would provide significant benefits to the local community by enabling traffic 

to be directed away from existing urban areas but still facilitate access for local communities.   It is key 

                                                      
 

 

8 DMRB TA 79/99 Traffic Capacity of Urban Roads, Table 2 UAP1 2-lane dual carriageway 
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that the new M23-A23 Link Road provides wider benefits to the local communities without the 

disbenefit of creating additional ‘rat running’ traffic through their villages, hence an area-wide Travel 

Management Strategy will be developed and implemented to minimise the local environmental impact. 

5.10.2. The M23-A23 Link Road would provide a ‘fast track’ route for bus services to East Surrey Hospital 

and the Fastway bus service 100 between Redhill, Reigate and Gatwick. In addition, local services 

such as the 424/430/435 could also be extended into the garden village to provide the connectivity 

with rail and bus hubs. 

5.10.3. East Surrey Hospital (ESH) would be a major benefactor of the M23-A23 Link Road, with faster 

response times to Gatwick Airport and the wider area in the event of an emergency.  Emergency 

vehicles are currently delayed by the congestion on A23 towards Gatwick and other local roads for 

example the level crossing at Reigate.  Connecting ESH to M23 via the M23-A23 Link Road would 

enable emergency vehicles to use M23 rather than A23 and therefore avoid delays caused by existing 

congestion. 

5.10.4. The new junction and M23-A23 Link Road would also facilitate faster access to key strategic transport 

hubs and major employment areas, including Gatwick Airport and other regional destinations.   

5.11 SIMILARITIES WITH OTHER MAJOR DEVELOPMENT AREAS 

5.11.1. A major development scheme in the green belt that was approved by Central Bedfordshire Council in 

2012 and subsequently endorsed by the Secretary of State in 2012, is the Strategic Urban Extension 

(SUE) to the west of the M1 corridor and east of Houghton Regis in Bedfordshire. The area is 

allocated in the Development Plan for some 7,000 new homes and approximately 40 hectares of 

employment. To accommodate this level of development and overcome issues of congestion within 

Dunstable further to the west, Highways England promoted a major road scheme to link A5 with M1 

via a new junction 11a on the motorway. The junction would also facilitate access to Houghton Regis 

via a new local Primary Distributor road called the ‘Woodside Link Road’, which has been 

independently promoted as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) by Central 

Bedfordshire Council (CBC). Both road schemes have recently opened in April 2017. 

5.11.2. The provision of the A5-M1 link preceded the Development Consent Order (DCO) process, however, 

the provision of the Woodside Link Road was originally identified as a NSIP by CBC (as the Applicant) 

and ultimately secured through the DCO process. Both road schemes attracted significant financial 

contributions from the private sector (i.e. in excess of £40m), although the highest proportion of 

funding was procured from the public sector. 

5.11.3. There are a number of key similarities between the proposed SUE at Houghton Regis and 

Thakeham’s proposal for a new garden village at Redhill; the similarities include inter alia: 
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Houghton Regis 

 7,000 new homes; 

 40 hectares of employment; 

 Green belt allocation; 

 New junction on M1; 

 New east – west link between M1 and A5; 

 Woodside Link Road connected to new junction on M23 (granted DCO); 

 Enhancement of social infrastructure including new schools and health facilities; 

 Major green and blue infrastructure; 

 Opportunity to develop major SUE; 

 Opportunity to reduce local congestion within Dunstable and Houghton Regis; and 

 Enhancement of public transport services. 

Redhill Aerodrome Garden Village 

 Circa 6,000 – 8,000 new homes; 

 Significant employment opportunities zone; 

 Area of Technical Assessment presently within Green Belt; 

 New junction on M23; 

 New east – west link between M23 and A23; 

 M23-A23 Link Road to also serve development areas; 

 Enhancement of social infrastructure, provision of new schools and health facilities; 

 Strategic access to East Surrey Hospital; 

 Major green and blue infrastructure; 

 Opportunity to reduce local congestion along A23 and the existing urban areas of Redhill and 

Reigate; and 

 Provision of ‘fast track’ public transport services with links to transport hubs. 

5.12 SCHEME PHASING 

5.12.1. It is anticipated that strategic infrastructure would be delivered in phases, which are outlined below. 

INITIAL DEVELOPMENT PHASES 

 Access from Axes Lane/Green Lane and/or Mason’s Bridge Road, with local highway 

improvements to the junction currently serving East Surrey Hospital, the three arch bridge and the 

connections with A23; 

 Implementation of a TPF across the initial development phases incorporated within a residential 

Travel Plan to influence behaviour of future residents and potentially existing local communities;      

 Extension of local bus services 424/430/435 to improve public transport accessibility to connect 

the development with the local rail hubs; and 
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 Cycle infrastructure, with routes through the initial development land parcels that connect with the 

existing Surrey Cycleway and National Cycle Network (NCN). 

SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT PHASES 

 Grade separated junction on M23 with north and south facing slip roads, incorporating Highways 

England’s proposal for the Smart Motorway scheme for ALR; 

 Completion of the M23-A23 Link Road from M23, connecting with the route extending from 

Mason’s Bridge Road and the enhanced junction with A23 and East Surrey Hospital;  

 Fastway public transport service 100 extended through the garden village along the M23-A23 Link 

Road, to provide enhanced accessibility for services to Gatwick and ‘blue light’ vehicles that need 

to access East Surrey Hospital; 

 Wider extension of local bus services 424/430/435 to serve development land parcels to ensure 

that bus stop nodes are within an acceptable walking catchment of circa 400m; 

 Further area wide traffic management measures subject to consultation with local communities, 

including: traffic calming, speed controls and prioritisation for vulnerable road users; 

 Wider connections across the development land parcels to facilitate access by pedestrians and 

cyclists to existing Surrey Cycleway and the NCN; and 

 Further application of the TPF to influence the behaviour of future residents, local schools and 

areas of local employment. 

5.13 PROCESS FOR DELIVERY 

5.13.1. The development of the garden village at Redhill would be linked to the delivery of primary 

infrastructure, which is to be funded entirely by the proposed garden village.  The process to achieve 

this would follow a sequential approach to ensure that key elements of infrastructure are fully 

deliverable without any limiting constraints. The provision of the M23-A23 Link Road should be 

considered as essential primary infrastructure and would still be the subject of extensive and rigorous 

consultation to prove the environmental and economic benefits and to pass the strategic growth test 

in compliance with the DfT’s Circular 02/2013.   

5.13.2. The following indicates the primary activities that Thakeham Homes are currently pursuing to 

ultimately secure and implement a new junction on M23. 

Indicative Process to effect Delivery of Primary M23 – A23 Link Road: 

 Consultation with key stakeholders, including Highways England, Surrey County Council, Network 

Rail, bus operators and the local planning authorities;   

 Wider public consultation on the M23-A23 Link Road route options and identification of a preferred 

route alignment secured through the Development Plan process; 
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 Pre-application discussions with the local planning authorities in advance of preparing applications 

for initial development phases and the M23-A23 Link Road; although the M23-A23 Link Road is 

likely to be the subject of a separate enabling planning application; 

 Drafting and Publication of side road and main road Orders (and any other Orders or legal process 

that may be required); 

 Securing legal agreements with Highways England and SCC to effect the procurement of works to 

M23 and A23, plus other local roads.    This would be achieved via agreements secured under 

Section 278 of the Highways Act 1980.   Other side road agreements may be required between 

Highways England and SCC to grant a right of access to implement works on M23; and   

 Mobilisation of M23 junction contract and construction, which is anticipated to be around 2-3 years. 

5.14 SUMMARY 

5.14.1. The proposed development of the garden village at Redhill would provide for approximately 6,500 

homes along with supporting commercial, retail, education, and community facilities.  Primary access 

would be via a new junction on M23 and a M23-A23 Link Road.   

5.14.2. A new junction on M23 can be accommodated between M25 (J8) and Gatwick (J9) without the need 

for weaving to occur (i.e. there is greater than 3km separation distance between the location of a new 

junction and the existing junctions).  A junction in the form described can be safely accommodated 

without compromising existing road users. 

5.14.3. The new M23 junction and M23-A23 Link Road will be accommodated within land controlled either by 

Thakeham Homes, Highways England, or SCC. 

5.14.4. Analysis to prove the Strategic Growth Test for the new junction and M23-A23 Link Road will be 

completed in collaboration with Highways England and SCC, with a Steering Group established and 

scheduled to meet regularly, following on from the first meeting which was held in September 2017, to 

progress the traffic modelling and assessments required in accordance with DfT Circular 02/2013. 

5.14.5. The Secretary of State for Transport has written to the Leader of Reigate and Banstead Borough 

Council to provide ‘in principle’ support for a new junction, subject to the necessary technical reviews, 

and has indicated that it may be appropriate for inclusion within RIS2. 

5.14.6. The principle of locating a new junction on M23 is therefore feasible, viable and achievable. 
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6 WIDER STRATEGIC BENEFIT 

6.1.1. Developing a garden village within the Area of Technical Assessment will improve strategic 

connections across the whole region and will act as a catalyst for delivering primary infrastructure. A 

new garden village would contain comprehensive services, facilities and infrastructure required to 

thrive and become fully integrated with the existing local community.   

6.1.2. The M23-A23 Link Road and new motorway junction with M23 will reduce congestion on local roads 

(benefitting existing residents) and improve accessibility to the wider area. The M23-A23 Link Road 

will benefit the emergency services, with faster ‘blue light’ journey times between East Surrey Hospital 

and Gatwick Airport.  Enhanced bus services will provide faster access to regional transport hubs 

including Gatwick Airport and major areas of employment for both existing and future residents of the 

proposed garden village. 

6.1.3. Existing residents in both Tandridge and Reigate and Banstead will benefit from greater accessibility 

to key facilities and services through the improvements to public transport, walking and cycling that 

would be implemented as part of the garden village proposal.  The village centre would also provide 

alternative options to existing residents including education, retail and community facilities. 

6.1.4. Overall, there will be a wider economic benefit of the new M23 junction and M23-A23 Link Road as a 

result of improved accessibility by all modes to residential areas, employment areas and major 

transport hubs. 
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7 NEXT STEPS 

7.1.1. Consultations will be progressed with Highways England and SCC regarding the design of the M23-

A23 Link Road and new motorway junction with M23.  Initial design of the M23-A23 Link Road will be 

completed to determine the preferred route alignment, considering topography, physical constraints, 

and masterplan options. 

7.1.2. A full assessment of the impacts of the development on the local and strategic highway networks is 

currently being progressed.  The assessment will include modelling of the local and strategic highway 

network and of specific junctions to ensure that any mitigation required can be developed within the 

context of the masterplan proposals, in consultation with Highways England and SCC.  

7.1.3. The Transport Modelling Steering Group will continue to meet regularly to drive forward the 

assessment process, and ensure that the new junction design and operation is acceptable to all, 

including Highways England and SCC as highway authorities. 

7.1.4. Discussions with public transport operators, public rights of way officers and cycling officers will also 

be undertaken to ensure that suitable options are available for sustainable travel.  Public transport 

services, pedestrian and cycle networks will be enhanced and developed in consultation with the key 

stakeholders to ensure that local infrastructure  is both suitable and attractive to new and existing 

residents.   

7.1.5. A comprehensive area wide Travel Strategy will be developed and implemented to minimise the 

number of private car based trips to/from the garden village, particularly single occupancy vehicle 

trips, and to increase travel by sustainable modes. The developer is fully committed to implementing, 

monitoring and reviewing individual land use Travel Plans and will implement remedial measures to 

ensure future mode share targets are achieved. 

7.1.6. An Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) will be produced for the garden village detailing the expected 

social and transport infrastructure required to support the development.  The IDP will consider the 

implementation and phasing of all transport infrastructure, including the new M23 motorway junction 

and M23-A23 Link Road, highway network capacity and safety improvements, public transport 

extensions, upgrades and new services, and enhanced pedestrian and cycle connections.  An 

indication of the phasing of the necessary infrastructure will ensure delivery of that infrastructure as 

required and appropriate to support the phased delivery of housing and community facilities. 

7.1.7. Any future planning application will be supported by a full suite of transport documents, including inter 

alia: a Transport Assessment, a site-wide Travel Plan Framework in accordance with current 

Government policy.   A comprehensive area wide exercise will also be completed using both strategic 

and local transport models to identify the level of impact and appropriate mitigation that would be 

required to accommodate development phasing. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, development of a garden village within the Area of Technical Assessment 

(incorporating Redhill Aerodrome and East Surrey Hospital) is deliverable and achievable and offers a 

great opportunity to enhance strategic and local transport infrastructure with wider benefits, thereby 

creating a fully sustainable integrated community for local people.  
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